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Special Handling Labor 
Certifications, Generally

Relevant regulations:  20 CFR § 656.18 (special handling 
regulation) and 20 CFR § 656.10 (general instructions, 
filing representation, attestations and notice 
requirements)

Why “special”?
• Relaxed standard of review
• Relaxed recruitment requirement; often, can accomplish 

special handling  recruitment in original recruitment process
for new hires
• Long, 18-month filing window from selection date (offer letter 

date)



Special Handling Labor 
Certifications Generally, cont’d

Challenges in Special Handling cases
• 20 CFR § 656.18 is a short regulation that does not 

provide much guidance - compare it to 20 CFR § 656.17 
• Little other OFLC guidance and few BALCA decisions on 

special handling cases
• In practice, do OFLC and BALCA apply parts of the basic 

labor certification regulation (20 CFR § 656.17) and other 
basic labor certification guidance  and concepts to special 
handling cases?  If yes, how does this impact you?
• May have “imperfect” recruitment, done without much 

input from you/your office
• If PW issues >> private survey options are very limited



College and University Teachers

University or College Teachers (20 CFR § 656.18)

Matter of Mercer University, 11-PER-00162 (BALCA Mar 
6, 2012)
•Teaching not defined
• Instructional Coordinator

•Does not need to be only, or even main, component 
of position
•Classroom instruction not required: Clinical



College and University Teachers

Develop policy re: minimum standard of teaching
• “Teaching” has not been challenged since Matter of Mercer 

University, 11-PER-00162 (BALCA Mar 6, 2012)
• Workshops?
• Teaching of community vs. students
• Use “teaching” terminology in job description
• Should include teaching of students
• Clinical instruction?

Potential prevailing wage issues if deemed 
“combination of occupations”



Permanent Position

Full-Time

Permanent
• Intent to continue to employ
• Rule of thumb: 
• No maximum duration to position (e.g. Postdoc)
• Annual renewal is ok
• Intent to renew

Progression from Assistant Prof to Associate Prof.  
may be acceptable  (possibly) no new LC required



Advertisement Content 
& Placement

At least one advertisement for the job opportunity
placed in a national professional journal, giving the
name and the date(s) of publication; and which states
the job title, duties, and requirements
(20 CFR § 656.18(b))

May also choose to use the basic process for
professionals under 20 CFR § 656.17 and still retain the
“more qualified” standard (20 CFR § 656.18(d))



What is a Nat’l, 

Professional Journal?

DOL provides no definition of “National Professional 
Journal”

The Chronicle of Higher Education is always accepted

Print editions of periodicals publishing academic 
articles not controversial



Web-Based Journals

Online ads published in web-based professional 
journals are allowed - Matter of Univ. of Texas at 
Brownsville, 10-PER-00887 (BALCA July 20, 2011)

Must run for a minimum of 30 days (DOL FAQ, College 
and University Teachers – Recruitment FAQ # 6)

DOL has not defined web-based national professional 
journal



What are some acceptable web-
based journals?

•Actual journals websites that publish articles and have 
classified ad sections – will work

•Hybrids - journal sites that have tabs to external job 
sites – may work

• Job boards – monster, career builder, etc. – won’t 
work 

• Job boards with a few articles – higheredjobs.com, 
etc. – may work

•Consider developing an institutional policy on what 
you will accept ahead of time 



Advertisement Content

Must include Job Title; Duties and Requirements

(20 CFR § 656.18(b)(3))

These elements must be included in the 
advertisement  itself.  A link in the advertisement to 
a full description posted elsewhere (i.e., a “pointer 
ad”) may be deemed insufficient



Advertisement Content - Duties

Should specifically state the duty to teach 
college/university classes in the advertisement itself

Consider referencing your faculty handbook for 
duties departments often overlook in their 
advertisements



Position Requirements

Where to include position requirements
• In advertisement in professional journal (see 20 CFR §

656.18(b)(3)) and on ETA 9089, ETA 9141 and posted notice
• What about on other recruitment?

Common requirements:  Education; Work Experience, if any; 
Area of Specialization; and Special Skills or Knowledge

Commonly overlooked requirements: Working on multiple 
campuses; Telecommuting/Distance Teaching; Drug Testing; 
Background Checks; Driver’s License Required; and Travel to 
attend professional conferences/meetings?



Position Requirements, cont’d

Are requirements clear?  Do they raise red flags?

• Education requirement:  educational level required (PhD, 
ABD, terminal, multiple?) and date by which education must 
be acquired (by selection date, by date of appointment or 
something else?)

• Foreign Language Requirement - Audit trigger except for 
language teachers.  Be prepared to document business 
necessity for the language requirement, unless language 
teacher



Are position requirements clear, 
do they raise red flags, cont’d

• Preferred vs. minimum requirements: see Matter of East 
Tennessee State University, 2010-PER-00038 (BALCA April 18, 
2011) (en banc). Generally, “preferred qualifications” in 
advertisements  considered minimum position requirements 
that must be listed as such on ETA 9089 and that alien must 
meet (this might not apply to special handling cases filed 
under 656.18, but if you are involved in drafting ad language, 
consider establishing a consistent policy on preferred 
requirements).

• If DOL incorrectly applies this basic labor certification 
concept to special handling cases, consider whether you 
want to have to appeal the issue to BALCA.



Are position requirements clear, 
do they raise red flags, cont’d

• Position requirements determine prevailing wage level (i.e., 
experience, education and licensure requirements, as well as 
other special requirements such as a foreign language, etc.)

• When should you include a business necessity statement in 
the audit file (consider doing this contemporaneously when 
including combination of duties, special requirements such 
as a foreign language, and anything extra in Box H 14)

• Do requirements appear tailored to the individual, or are 
they normal to the industry?  



Alien Qualifications

Does the alien meet the position requirements?
• Generally, alien must meet position requirements prior to 

hire date with sponsoring employer (completion of required 
degree, completion of all work experience, attainment of 
skills).  Keep this in mind for reselection cases.

• DOL deems any work experience requirement to be full-
time, 40-hours per week (2080 hours per year). Keep this in 
mind if experience gained during part-time research or 
teaching assistantship.  



Alien Qualifications, cont’d

Must show alien meets all position requirements 
• July 28, 2014, DOL FAQ requires employers to show on ETA 

9089 that alien meets all job qualifications listed in Section 
H, and to use Section K to do so when there is no specific 
place for the information on ETA 9089.  While Section K 
refers to “Alien Work Experience,” in addition to this, include 
certificates, licenses, coursework, and any other 
documentation to show alien meets ALL Section H 
qualifications.  Failure to do so will likely result in labor 
certification denial, even if alien in fact meets all 
qualifications.                                                                          



Alien Qualifications, cont’d

Does the alien meet the position requirements?
• Obtain letters/documentation to show alien meets all 

position requirements to include in audit file – do this before
filing the labor certification (if you cannot get this 
documentation, while labor certification might be certified, 
I-140 will be denied)



Audit File and Recruitment Report

Audit File: What to include
• Business necessity? Does it even apply?
• Unusual requirements, e.g. language
• All resumes of applicants

Recruitment Report
• Create contemporaneous documentation
• Standard of review: best qualified
• How to document?
• Red Flags?
• Use quantifiable, job-related factors



To File or Not to File – Gray Areas

Advertisement Contains Preferred Requirements: FILE

The regulation requires the employer to show that the 
applicant is more qualified than each US worker who 
applied (20 CFR § 656.18(b))

Inherent in the “more qualified” standard of review is
an employer’s ability to screen applicants based on
preferences



To File or Not to File – Gray Areas

While Matter of East Tennessee State University, 2010-PER-
00038 (BALCA April 18, 2011) (en banc) contains a lengthy
discussion of preferred qualifications in the advertisement
content, that application was filed under the 20 CFR § 656.17
basic process, and BALCA specifically limited the holding of that
case to applications filed under the basic process (see footnote
14 at p. 18)

Further inquiry: What if alien does not meet preferred
qualifications? How do you include them on ETA 9089? If
departments are set on including preferred qualifications in
ads, what are the best types of preferred qualifications?
Consider establishing a policy on how to handle these
consistently.



To File or Not To File – Gray Areas

Advertisement was placed in a “hybrid” journal.  
Institutional Decision.

Ad was placed on a website for a journal that has a 
“jobs” tab that leads to an external job board or on a 
website like higheredjobs.com that is essentially a 
job board with some articles attached to it.



To File or Not to File – Gray Areas

Different practitioners will tolerate different levels of 
risk – some will file, others will not
• It is helpful to have policy before you make a decision

• Work with office of legal counsel or outside immigration 
counsel to develop policy  



Do Not File

Applicant was selected more than 18 months before 
the application will be filed  
• Best practice for date of selection is the date the offer letter 

is issued - Matter of President and Fellows, Middlebury 
College, 2001-INA-136 (BALCA 2002)
• If there is no clear evidence of date of offer, may consider 

relying on date eligible to work in US as the selection date -
Matter of Montgomery College, 94-INA-00584 (BALCA 1996)

Advertisement Did Not Meet Requirements
• Failed to list title, duties, requirements



Do Not File, Cont’d

Online Advertisement Did Not Run 30 Days
• OFLC requires online advertisements to run for 30 days (DOL 

FAQ College and University Teachers – Recruitment FAQ # 6.  
No statutory authority for this requirement, but until 
challenged it is the current requirement.)

Alien did not meet position requirements 
• See Matter of Utah State University, 88-INA-115 (BALCA 

1989) - If the alien did not meet one or more of the position 
requirements when he/she was hired into position for which 
labor certification is sought, employer may not eliminate US 
workers for not possessing that/those requirement(s).   If 
you are allowing the alien to gain that skill/experience on 
the job, you must extend the same courtesy to US workers.



Do Not File, Cont’d

Cannot Meet the Prevailing Wage Requirement.  If the 
employer is unable or unwilling to meet the prevailing 
wage requirement once the I-485 is approved, they 
should not file the ETA 9089.  



Reselections
What is reselection for college and  university teachers?  
• Reselection occurs when the alien is already employed with 

the college/university and the college/university conducts a 
new “retest of the labor market,” using the recruitment 
outlined at either 20 CFR § 656.17 or 20 CFR § 656.18. 
Whether the college/university recruits per the special 
handling requirements at 20 CFR §656.18 or the basic 
recruitment requirements at 20 CFR § 656.17, the special 
standard of review applies (employer can proceed with filing 
a labor certification if “alien was found to be more qualified 
than each US worker who applied for the job opportunity”).  
20 CFR § 656.18(d).
• Schools generally use special handling recruitment option at 

20 CFR § 656.18 for reselections (but some use 20 CFR §
656.17



Reselections, Cont’d

When should a college or university consider a 
reselection case for teaching faculty?
• Original labor certification denied 
• Fatal flaws with original advertisement, position 

requirements language, recruitment, etc., that would lead to 
denial
• Position change – location or material job duties
• 18 months have passed since original selection made
• No intent to sponsor when alien initially hired, but now 

employer wishes to sponsor alien for permanent residence



When to consider reselections, 
cont’d

If alien selected as most qualified candidate, school 
should issue new offer letter for the new position – this 
starts the 18-month filing window



Partnering with HR –

Best Practices

Eligibility for sponsorship
•Policy on sponsorship
•Who decides? Department vs HR vs ??

Re-recruitment process
• Immigration vs HR processes



Partnering with HR –

Best Practices, cont’d

Posting ads
•Who controls?
•At minimum: ad review

•Where?
•Minimum requirements
•At least 51% difference in position duties rule –

to allow for experience gained on the job



Post-Filing Concerns – I-140

When filing the I-140 the employer must show that 
the foreign national met the requirements listed on 
the ETA 9089 as of the date the labor certification 
was filed

• Best practice is to “prove up” requirements before 
filing the application – and certainly before spending 
money on any new advertisements   

• If it isn’t in writing it doesn’t exist.  Get letters from 
former employers/supervisors/advisors to verify all 
requirements in labor certification application. 
Include hours worked (full or part time), dates of 
employment, job title(s), job duties, skills 
used/learned (businesses close, supervisors can 
sometimes no longer be reached).



Post-Filing Concerns –
I-140 cont’d

Is the foreign national in the same position described 
in the ETA 9089?
• The labor certification application is specific to the 

employer and the position listed on the ETA 9089

Promotions can be problematic.  Consider filing the 
labor certification application for a position a level or 
two above the one the foreign national is currently in 
– particularly if per country limitations are likely to 
be a concern.



Post-Filing Concerns –
I-140, cont’d

“Portability” is only available 180 days after the I-485 has 
been filed.  (INA 204(j)) This could be more than five years 
after the labor certification application was approved. 

The ETA 9089 expires 180 days after it has been certified.  
You must file the initial I-140 petition within the 180 days
• Consider e-filing if you have no other choice

Subsequent I-140s (e.g., “downgrade” to EB-3) can be filed 
outside the 180 day window as long as the initial I-140 was 
filed in a timely manner



Post-Filing Concerns - Audit

Overall audit rate is about 40% - probably less for 
most in higher education

Employer is required to maintain an “audit file” that 
contains a copy of the application and all supporting 
documents for five years from the date of filing the 
application (20 CFR § 656.10(f))

If audited, DOL will give the employer 30 days to 
respond.  DOL will take ~6-8 months to decide.



Post-Filing Concerns –

Audit, cont’d

Recent Areas of Interest on Audit
•Declarations that beneficiary did not pay or 

reimburse university for costs to file application 
•Copies of all resumes (should keep them)
• “Business necessity” for job requirements 



Post-Filing Concerns –
Options if Denied

Re-File - If you are within the 18 month window and 
your Notice of Filing and PWD are not “stale” you can 
re-file if you were denied for a “technical” reason

Re-Selection  – The employer may conduct a new 
competitive recruitment and selection process (20 
CFR § 656.18(b)) and re-select the foreign national if 
more qualified than each US worker. Can also opt to 
go through the basic process for professionals at §
656.17.



Post-Filing Concerns –
Options if Denied, cont’d

Request for Reconsideration – If disagree with denial may 
file request for reconsideration within 30 days of the 
adverse decision 

May submit any supporting evidence that was in 
existence as of the date of filing, to rebut the Certifying 
Officer’s (CO) denial

NEW FAQ (10/27/14):  If CO affirms the earlier denial, the 
case will no longer be automatically forwarded to BALCA; 
rather, the employer must affirmatively request BALCA 
review in writing, no later than 30 calendar days after the 
date of Notice of Decision.  



Post Filing Concerns –
Options if Denied, cont’d

Government Error Queue – For cases where 
employer believes there was a clear gov’t error, they 
may request reconsideration and note government 
error.  If the CO agrees, case will be overturned in 30-
60 days.

Appeal – The employer may also appeal a decision 
directly to BALCA within 30 days of the decision.  If 
appeal directly to BALCA may not supplement the 
record with additional rebuttal evidence that existed 
at the time the application was filed – must “live or 
die” by what is on the record.



Questions?


